For the schedule below, to arrive at 102 St & 79 St & Mill Woods on a particular bus, please follow the route as it stops at each location, read down the column until you find the route number at which your bus is scheduled. To find the estimated times that a particular bus stops at other locations, read across the row (left to right). Reading across the rows tells you the precise time required to travel between timing points.

Example
For information on how to travel from 106 Ave to Coliseum TC, read across the row to get to 106 Ave and read down the column to get to Coliseum TC. If you are traveling to Coliseum TC from 106 Ave, you would read across the row 106 Ave to Coliseum TC. If you are traveling from Coliseum TC to 106 Ave you would read down the column Coliseum TC to 106 Ave.

For more information visit edmonton.ca/transit.